Introduction
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(1)
We then have the following: We recall that the invariant H(z, a) is determined by the following rules:
122
(H1) For L + , L − , L 0 an oriented Conway triple, the following skein relation holds:
The indeterminate a is the positive curl value for H: R( ) = a R( ) and R( ) = a −1 R( ),
(H3) On the standard unknot: R( ) = 1.
We also recall that the above defining rules imply the following:
123
(H4) For a diagram of the unknot, U, H is evaluated by taking:
where wr(U) denotes the writhe of U -instead of 1 that is the case in the ambient isotopy category.
124
(H5) H being the Homflypt polynomial, it is multiplicative on a union of unlinked knots, K r := r i=1 K i . Namely, for η := a−a −1 z we have: 
Consequently, the evaluation of H[H] on the standard unknot is H[H]( ) =
H
H[H](L + ) in terms of H[H](L − ) and H[H](L 0 ) or of H[H](L − ) in terms of H[H](L + ) and H[H](L 0 ).
we join these two regions, this is the A-smoothing of the crossing, while joining the other two regions
147
gives rise to the B-smoothing. We shall say that a crossing is of positive type if it produces a horizontal
148
A-smoothing and that it is of negative type if it produces a vertical A-smoothing. Let now L + be an 
153
(2)
In analogy to Theorem 1 we also have the 3-variable generalizations of the regular isotopy versions 
where L + , L − , L 0 , L ∞ is an unoriented Conway quadruple,
159
2. For a union of r unlinked knots in L u , K r := r i=1 K i , with r ≥ 1, it holds that:
We recall that the invariant D(z, a) is determined by the following rules:
160
(D1) For L + , L − , L 0 , L ∞ an unoriented Conway quadruple, the following skein relation holds: We also recall that the above defining rules imply the following: 
Here, c(L) denotes the number of components of the link L ∈ L u , i 2 = −1, and wr(L) is the writhe of L
163
for some choice of orientation of L, which is defined as the algebraic sum of all crossings of L. The 164 translation formula is independent of the particular choice of orientation for L. 
We recall that the invariant K(z, a) is determined by the following rules:
Conway quadruple, the following skein relation holds:
The indeterminate a is the positive type curl value for K:
On the standard unknot:
172
(K4) For a diagram of the unknot, U, K is evaluated by taking
(K5) K, being the Kauffman polynomial, it is multiplicative on a union of unlinked knots, K r := r i=1 K i . Namely, for γ := a+a −1 z − 1 we have:
Consequently, on the standard unknot we evaluate K[K]( ) = K( ) = 1.
173
In Theorems 2 and 3 the basic invariants D(z, a) and K(z, a) could be replaced by specializations Let P denote the classical Homflypt polynomial. Then, as we know, one can obtain the ambient isotopy invariant P from its regular isotopy counterpart H via the formula:
where wr(L) is the total writhe of the oriented diagram L. From our generalized regular isotopy invariant H[H] one can derive an ambient isotopy invariant P[G] via: 
where L + , L − , L 0 is an oriented Conway triple.
257
2. For K r := r i=1 K i , a union of r unlinked knots, with r ≥ 1, it holds that: Let Y denote the classical ambient isotopy Dubrovnik polynomial. Then, one can obtain the ambient isotopy invariant Y from its regular isotopy counterpart D via the formula:
where wr(L) is the total writhe of the diagram L for some choice of orientation of L. Analogously, and letting Z denote Y but with different variable, from our generalized regular isotopy invariant
In order to have a skein relation one leaves it in regular isotopy form.
270
As for the Dubrovnik polynomial, one can also define for the Kauffman polynomial the ambient isotopy generalized invariant, counterpart of the regular isotopy generalized invariant K[K] constructed above. Let K denote the classical regular isotopy Kauffman polynomial. Then, one can obtain the ambient isotopy invariant F from its regular isotopy counterpart K via the formula:
where wr(L) is the total writhe of the diagram L for some choice of orientation of L. Analogously, and letting S denote F but with different variable, from our generalized regular isotopy invariant
In order to have a skein relation one leaves it in regular isotopy form. and linking numbers of sublinks of a given link. We will give here an analogous formula for our 276 regular isotopy extension H[H]. Namely:
. Let L be an oriented link with n components. Then
where the second summation is over all partitions π of the components of L into k (unordered) subsets and 278 H(πL) denotes the product of the Homflypt polynomials of the k sublinks of L defined by π. Furthermore,
Proof. We present the proof in full detail, as we believe it is instructive and it proves the existence of the generalized invariants. Before proving the result, note the following equalities:
In the case where both L 1 and L 2 are knots the above formuli follow directly from rules (H5) and (2) 281 above. If at least one of L 1 and L 2 is a true link, then the formuli follow by doing independent skein 282 processes on L 1 and L 2 for bringing them down to unlinked components, and then using the defining 283 rules above.
284
Suppose now that a diagram of L is given. The proof is by induction on n and on the number, u,
285
of crossing changes between distinct components required to change L to n unlinked knots. If n = 1
286
there is nothing to prove. So assume the result true for n − 1 components and u − 1 crossing changes 287 and prove it true for n and u.
288
The induction starts when u = 0. Then L is the union of n unlinked components L 1 , . . . , L n and all linking numbers are zero. A classic elementary result concerning the Homflypt polynomial shows that
where S(n, k) is the number of partitions of a set of n elements into k subsets. Now it remains to prove that:
However, in the theory of combinatorics, S(n, k) is known as a Stirling number of the second kind and 289 this required formula is a well known result about such numbers.
290
Now let u > 0. Suppose that in a sequence of u crossing changes that changes L, as above, into unlinked knots, the first change is to a crossing c of sign between components L 1 and L 2 . Let L be L with the crossing changed and L 0 be L with the crossing annulled. Now, from the definition of
The induction hypotheses imply that the result is already proved for L and L 0 so
where π runs through the partitions of the components of L and π 0 through those of L 0 .
A sublink X 0 of L 0 can be regarded as a sublink X of L containing L 1 and L 2 but with L 1 and L 2 fused together by annulling the crossing at c. Let X be the sublink of L obtained from X by changing the crossing at c. Then
This means that the second (big) term in (10) is
where the summation is over all partitions ρ of the components of L for which L 1 and L 2 are in the 292 same subset and ρ is the corresponding partition of the components of L .
293
Note that, for any partition π of the components of L inducing partition π of L , if L 1 and L 2 are in the same subset then we can have a difference between H(πL) and H(π L ), but when L 1 and L 2 are in different subsets then
Thus, substituting (11) in (10) we obtain:
where π runs through all partitions of L and ρ through partitions of L for which L 1 and L 2 are in the same subset. Note that, for k = n the second sum is zero. Therefore:
where π runs through only partitions of L for which L 1 and L 2 are in different subsets and ρ through all partitions of L for which L 1 and L 2 are in the same subset. Hence, using (14) and also (12), we obtain:
and the induction is complete.
294
Remark 2. Note that the combinatorial formula (7) combinatorial formula give extra information in the case of two link components.
324
Example 1. We will use the ambient isotopy version of the Jones polynomial V K (q) and so first work with a skein calculation of the Jones polynomial, and then with a calculation of the generalized 
Then we have the skein expansion formulas:
In Figure 1 we show the Thistlethwaite link that is invisible to the Jones polynomial. In the same figure we show an unlink of two components obtained from the Thisthlethwaite link by switching four crossings. In Figure 2 we show the links K 1 , K 2 , K 3 , K 4 that are intermediate to the skein process for calculating the invariants of L by first switching only crossings between components. From this it follows that the knots and links in the figures indicated here satisfy the formula
This can be easily verified by the specific values computed in Mathematica:
This is computational proof that the Thistlethwaite link is not detectable by the Jones polynomial. If we compute V[V](ThLink)(q) then we modify the computation to
and it is quite clear that this is non-trivial when the new variable E is not equal to 1.
325
On the other hand, the Lickorish formula for this case tells us that, for the regular isotopy version of the Jones polynomial V [V ](ThLink)(q),
whenever we evaluate a 2-component link. Note that η(E −1 − 1) is non-zero whenever E = 1. Thus it 
332
Theorem 6 (cf.
[43]). Let L be an unoriented link with n components. Then
where the second summation is over all partitions π of the components of L into k (unordered) subsets and 333 D(πL) denotes the product of the Dubrovnik polynomials of the k sublinks of L defined by π. Furthermore,
, with E 1 = 1, and δ = a−a −1 z + 1.
335
The proof of Theorem 6 uses similar arguments as the one for Theorem 5. Further, a closed 336 combinatorial formula exists also for the invariant K[K]:
337
Theorem 7 (cf.
where the second summation is over all partitions π of the components of L into k (unordered) subsets and 
Here, c(L) denotes the number of components of L, i 2 = −1, and wr(L) is the writhe of L for some choice of orientation of L. The translation formula is independent of the particular choice of orientation for L. By the same token, we have the following formula translating the Kauffman polynomial to the Dubrovnik polynomial. . In particular, we have
and
Note that the formuli (15) and (16) related to the given link diagram, such that this sum is equal to the invariant that we wish to compute.
355
The definitions for the state sum will be given in Section 4. That walk only allows a smoothing at a mixed crossing that is approached along an undercrossing arc as shown 
372
The reasons for these conventions will be clarified below, where we explain a process that encodes 
:
In a mixed crossing an approach at an overcrossing retains the crossing type.
: smooth switch We are now in a position to define the state sum.
447
Definition 2. Let S(L) denote the collection of states defined by the skein template algorithm for a link diagram L with template T. Given a state S, we shall define an evaluation of S relative to L and the invariant R, denoted by < L|S >. The state sum is then defined by
We will show that
, the regular isotopy invariant that we have defined in earlier sections of the paper. For the specialization R,
gives the normalized invariant of ambient isotopy in state sum form. The sites of the state S consist in the decorated smoothings and the decorated crossings indicated in Figure 5 . Each state evaluation < L|S > consists of two parts. We shall write it in the form [L|S] = ∏
σ∈sites(S)
[L|σ]
where [L|σ] is defined by the equations in Figure 7 , comparing a crossing in L with the corresponding site σ. This means that if a smoothed site has a dot along its lower edge (when oriented from left to right), then its vertex weight is +z and if it has a dot along its upper edge, then it has a vertex weight −z. Circled crossings have vertex weights 1. In Figure 7 we have indicated the possibility of vertex weights 0, but these will never occur in the states produced by the skein template algorithm. If we were to sum over a larger set of states, then some of them would be eliminated by this rule. The reader should note that the choice of +z or −z is directly in accord with the rules for the skein relation from a positive crossing or a negative crossing, respectively. We define [R|S] as a weighted product of the R-evaluations of the components of the state S:
where E is defined previously and (18) and (20) we assert that
Remark 6. If the invariant R is itself generated by a state summation, then we obtain a hybrid state sum We will show that the sum over states corresponds exactly with the results of making a skein 458 calculation that is guided by the template in the skein template algorithm. Thus the template that we 459 have already described works in these two related contexts. In this way we will show that the state 460 summation gives a formula for the invariant H[R](L).
461
We begin with an illustration for a single abstract crossing as shown in Figure 3 . We shall refer 462 to the skein calculation guided by the template as the skein algorithm. In this figure the walker in the If the crossing that is a mixed crossing of the given diagram, then two new diagrams are produced.
466
In the first case we produce a smoothing with the labelling that indicates a passage along the edge 467 met from the undercrossing arc. In the second case the walker switches the crossing and continues in an under-crossing, and never switches a crossing that it approaches as an over-crossing, 3. in expanding the crossing, the walker is shifted along according to the illustrations in Figure 5 . an under-crossing; the one-weights correspond to any circled crossing. Thus, we can use the skein 482 algorithm to produce exactly those states that have a non-zero contribution to the state sum.
483
By using the skein template algorithm and the skein formulas for expansion, we produce a skein tree where the states at the ends of the tree (the original link is the root of the tree) are exactly the states S that give non-zero weights for [L|S] . Thus, by (18) we obtain:
Since we have shown that the state sum is identical with the skein algorithm for computing 
The latter part of this formula follows because the skein template algorithm is a description of a 
493
Remark 7. Note that it follows from the proof of Theorem 8 that the calculation of
is independent of the choice of the template for the skein template algorithm.
495
Example 2. In the example shown in Figure 8 we apply the skein template algorithm to the Whitehead 496 link L. The skein-tree shows that for the given template T there are three contributing states S 1 , S 2 , S 3 .
S 1 is a knot K. S 2 is a stacked unlink or two unknotted components. S 3 is an unknot. Thus, referring to 498 Figure 9 and using (19) we find the calculation shown below.
where η = (a − a −1 )/w is defined in Rule (5) after Theorem 1 and K = S 1 .
502
Remark 8. In the example above we see that any choice of specialization for the invariant R that can 503 distinguish the trivial knot from the trefoil knot K will suffice for our invariant to distinguish the 
Double state summations
506
In this section we consider state summations for our invariant where the invariant R has a state 507 summation expansion. The invariant R has a variable w and a framing variable a. By choosing these variables in particular ways, we can adjust R to be the usual regular isotopy Homflypt polyomial or 509 specializations of the Homflypt polynomial such as a version of the Kauffman bracket polynomial, or 510 the Alexander polynomial, or other invariants. We shall refer to these choices as specializations of R.
511
A given specialization of R may have its own form of state summation. This can be combined with 512 the skein template algorithm that produces states to be evaluated by R. The result is a double state 513 summation.
514
As in the previous section we have the global state summation (23):
where [R|S] denotes the evaluation of the invariant R on the union of unlinked knots that is the underlying topological structure of the state S. It is possible that the specialization we are using has itself a state summation that is of interest. In this case we would have a secondary state summation formula of the type
Then, we would have a double state summation for the entire invariant in the schematic form:
where Rstates(S) denotes the secondary states for R of the union of unlinked knots that underlies the 515 state S.
516
Example 3. Since we use the skein template algorithm to produce the first collection of states S ∈ S(L),
517
this double state summation has a precedence ordering with these states produced first, then each
518
S is viewed as a stack of knots and the second state summation is applied. In this section we will 519 discuss some examples for state summations for R and then give examples of using the double state 520 summation.
521
We begin with a state summation for the bracket polynomial that is adapted to our situation. two equations by A and by A −1 respectively, we obtain a difference formula of the type
where K + denotes the local appearance of a positive crossing, K − denotes the local appearance of a we define a curly bracket by the equation
where wr(K) is the diagram writhe (the sum of the signs of the crossings of K), then we have a Homflypt type relation for {K} as follows:
This means that we can regard {K} as a specialization of the Homflypt polynomial and so we can use it as the invariant R in our double state summation. The state summation for {K} is essentially the 536 same as that for the bracket, as we now detail. 
Here K ∞ denotes the disoriented smoothing shown in the figure. These formulas then define the state summation for the curly bracket. The reader should note that the difference of these two expansion equations (28) and (29) 
541
With this state sum model in place we can proceed to write a double state sum for the bracket 542 polynomial specialization of our invariant. The formalism of this invariant is after (26), as follows.
Here we see the texture of the double state summation. In statistical mechanics, one considers the partition function for a physical system [5] . The partition function Z G (T) is a summation over the states σ of the system G:
where T is the temperature and k is Bolztmann's constant. Combinatorial models for simplified systems have been studied intensively since Onsager [47] showed that the partition function for the Ising model for the limits of planar lattices exhibits a phase transition. Onsager's work showed that very simple physical models, such as the Ising model, can exhibit phase transitions, and this led to the deep research subject of exactly solvable statistical mechanics models [5] . The q-state Potts model [5, 39] is an important generalization of the Ising model that is based on q local spins at each site in a graph G. For the Potts model, a state of the graph G is an assignment of spins from {1, . . . , q} to each of the nodes of the graph G. If σ is such a state and i denotes the i-th node of the graph G, then we let σ i denote the spin assignment to this node. Then the energy of the state σ is given by the formula
where i, j denotes an edge in the graph between nodes i and j, and δ(x, y) is equal to 1 when x = y 567 and equal to 0 otherwise.
568
Temperley and Lieb [52] proved that the partition function for the Potts model can be calculated 569 using a contraction -deletion algorithm, and so showed that Z G is a special version of the dichromatic 570 or Tutte polynomial in graph theory. This, in turn, is directly related to the bracket polynomial state (see Eq. 30). In order to do this we shall extend the variables of our state sum so that the bracket 578 calculation (for the stacks of knots S that correspond to skein template states) is sufficiently general to support (generalized) Potts models associated with these knots. Accordingly, we add variables to the 580 bracket expansion so that
and the loop value is taken to be D rather than −A 2 − A −2 .
584
Distinct components.
smooth switch
Summary of the Skein Template Algorithm
Expand by these rules for positive and negative crossings of distinct components. Note that when a crossing is smoothed, the local distinctions of same and different components changes. Crossings are smoothed and marked with a dot, or switched and marked with a circle. This provides raw states (containing only self-crossings) that are then filtered by the choice of template in the algorithm and further evaluated. The resulting disjoint collections of knots are evaluated by R. For a statistical mechanics model, we keep all raw states that are disjoint unions of knot diagrams. Figure 11 where we use the raw states of this figure, and we do not filter them by the 588 skein template algorithm, but simply ask that each final state is a union of unlinked knots. The result 589 will then be a combinatorially well-defined double-tier state sum. It is this state sum Z[R] that can 590 be examined in the light of ideas and techniques in statistical mechanics. The first tier expansion is 591 highly non-local, and just pays attention to dividing up the diagrams so that the first tier of states are 592 each collections of unlinked knots. Then each knot can be regarded as a localized physical system 593 and evaluated with the analogue of a Potts model. This is the logical structure of our double state 7. Discussing applications 596 We contemplate how these new ideas can be applied to physical situations. We present these 597 indications of possible applications here with the full intent to pursue them in subsequent publications. 5. Mixed state models can occur in physical situations when we work with systems of systems.
625
There are many examples of this multiple-tier situation in systems physical and biological. We 626 look for situations where a double state sum would yield new information. For example, in a 627 quantum Hall system [23] , the state of the system is in its quasi-particles, but each quasi-particle 
Conclusions
633
We have generalized the known skein polynomials to new and more powerful invariants of links 634 by adopting a new two-level skein procedure. We have shown that these new invariants can also be 635 achieved by special formulas evaluating the original invariants on collections of sublinks of the given 636 initial link. We then show how our new skeining procedure leads to state summation expressions for 637 the invariants and how, if the original invariant is given by a state sum, the new state sums are double 638 level state sums involving a mixture of the two forms of summation. This leads to considerations of 639 statistical mechanics models and also physical and biological processes that have significant multiple 640 levels. We conclude that this way of working with skein invariants has the potential to lead to new 641 insights into physical and biological processes. 
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